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News From Around The World

Overview
Welcome to D+ September 2021 Newsletter. It is the ninetyfourth edition of the D+ Newsletter compiled with some of
the news published in September 2021 on D+.
Daily Positive (D+) World's Most Positive Countries initiative
is our annual flagship event that recognizes the countries
with the most positive initiatives and actions. Amidst the
ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic, in order to ensure the
safety of our volunteers and employees we have decided not
to go ahead with the World’s Most Positive Countries 2021,
similar to last year. Given the uncertainty, it appears to be
impossible to ensure safety of our global organizing team.
We are a bit sad about it but safety is our first priority..
Visit our online store Babatye https://www.babatye.com/ for
our new collections. Also, visit our eBay store at
http://www.ebay.com.au/usr/dailypositive. All the profits
from our stores will go as donation to D+. It would be a great
help for our non-profit organization if you can share this with
your contact.
D+ is a non-profit media initiative that heavily relies on the
generous support from everyone. Please consider a donation
today.

Top News Of The Month
Top News Of The Month is selected based on the feedback
from D+ Facebook fans from around the world.
Canadian and American researchers have engineered a firstof-its-kind bionic arm for patients with upper-limb
amputations that allows wearers to think, behave and
function like a person without an amputation.
Let your voice be heard and join us on Facebook.
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A pair of Australian and Belgian palaeontologists has revealed the fossilised skin of a bull-like
carnivorous dinosaur.
Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina was honoured with the SDGs Progress Award by the
UN-sponsored Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) in recognition of
Bangladesh’s achievements in sustainable development from 2015 to 2020.
Canadian and American researchers have engineered a first-of-its-kind bionic arm for patients
with upper-limb amputations that allows wearers to think, behave and function like a person
without an amputation.
China revealed a domestically built prototype miniature helicopter for surveillance work on
future Mars missions, as announced by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS).
A team of researchers from England, Morocco and Switzerland has discovered a new species of
ankylosaur dinosaur in the Middle Atlas Mountains in Morocco – giving Africa its first
ankylosaur.
French drama Happening about illegal abortion in the 1960s, won the Golden Lion award for
best film at the Venice festival.
The world’s largest factory to capture carbon dioxide from the air began operations in Iceland.
Named Orca, the plant sucks carbon dioxide directly from the air and buries it as rocks deep
underground.
Iran’s Hashemiyeh Motaghian Moavi destroyed the World record in women's F56 seated javelin
and took home Gold at the Tokyo Paralympic Games with a World record throw of 24.50m.
Researchers at Maynooth University in Ireland and MIT and Boston University in the USA have
created the first silicon chip that is able to create a universal system for decoding any type of
data sent across a network.
One-year-old Israeli twin girls, who were born joined back-to-back at the head, have been
separated after a rare 12-hour operation at Soroka Medical Center in Beersheba, Israel.
Researchers at Massey University in New Zealand have identified a giant fossilised penguin,
dubbed Kairuku waewaeroa, as a new species.
Athlete Haider Ali made history by winning a gold medal in the discus throw competition at the
Tokyo Paralympics Games, becoming the first Pakistani to do so.
Qatar Airways was voted the World’s Best Airline for the sixth time at the 2021 World Airline
Awards.
Daniil Medvedev of Russia won the 2021 US Open Tennis Grand Slam beating world no. 1 Novak
Djokovic of Serbia 6-4, 6-4, 6-4 in the final.
Researchers from Saudi Arabia and their international colleagues have discovered
archaeological sites in the Nefud Desert of Saudi Arabia associated with the remains of ancient
lakes formed when periods of increased rainfall transformed the region into grassland.
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